
INTRODUCTION
Protonephridia are an organized network of branched

tubules that function in waste filtration and water regulation. On
a cellular and molecular level, these structures show
considerable homology to the human kidney making planarians
a useful model system for exploring human excretory biology
and disease (Fig. 1)1,2. Additionally, the planarian genome
contains many essential flatworm-specific protonephridia genes
that are potential drug targets for parasitic worm infections
(Table 1). We set out to validate the expression of
protonephridia genes identified by Drop-seq, a single-cell RNA
sequencing (SCS) technique that identified the transcriptomes
for every cell type in Schmidtea mediterranea3. To accomplish
this, we mapped gene expression using in situ hybridization and
characterized functionality using RNAi (Fig. 2,3).
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CONTIG BEST BLAST HIT E VALUE
dd_11240 ZNF93 1E-6
dd_2698 TSPAN3 4E-8
dd_1571 Novel S. med. gene N/A
dd_4660 Novel S. med. gene N/A
dd_8220 PLEC 4E-7
dd_15904 SYNE1 5E-64
dd_3340 ATP1A3 0
dd_3732 CFAP45 2E-39
dd_10072 PLEKHG5 2E-48
dd_7716 Novel S. med. gene N/A
dd_9904 SLC8B1 7E-41
dd_4925 TPTE2  1E-100
dd_9276 PDE4D-791 3E-158
dd_4047 SLC12A4 0
dd_11520 6VEC 9E-34
dd_5620 TNS1 1E-32
dd_1561 Novel H. microstoma gene 2E-24
dd_9557 ATP2B4 1E-62
dd_16329 Novel M. lignano gene 8E-16
dd_3219 CFAP53 3E-20
dd_6921 Novel S. med. gene N/A
dd_6499 DAB2IP 3E-89
dd_5494 DYNLT1 1E-13

APPROACH
To identify genes with protonephridia-enriched expression,

we combed through bioinformatic data from a published SCS
paper that used Drop-seq, a method allowing for high resolution
cell-type specific expression patterns3. We chose to
characterize 48 genes with BLAST-predicted protonephridia
expression that had not been previously analyzed. Clones were
generated by using PCR primers to amplify specific genes from
a S. mediterranea cDNA library, which were then ligated into a
cloning vector. Clones were used to generate riboprobes for in
situ hybridization and dsRNA for RNAi (Fig. 2,3). Colorimetric in
situ hybridization (CISH) was used to map protonephridia-
enriched gene expression (Fig. 4) and multicolor fluorescent in
situ hybridization (FISH) to assess the function of validated
genes in genetically-ablated animals (Fig. 5). RNAi animals
were cultured in both hypotonic and isotonic salt solution to
visualize bloated phenotypes and reduce the effects of
protonephridia ablation, respectively4.
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FIGURE 5: Multicolor fluorescent in situ hybridization used to visualize protonephridia
expression after RNAi. (A) Control animal with functional, evenly spaced protonephridia. (B-E)
Knockdown phenotypes observed after genetic ablation of protonephridia. Scale bars = 0.5 mm.

FUTURE DIRECTION
While CISH is sufficient to validate protonephridia-enriched genes, it is limited in its ability to accurately map expression to specific cell-types within the

system; fluorescent in situ hybridization will be used to perform a more refined analysis to overcome this limitation. Due to the lack of observed structural
defects in some RNAi animals, microinjection of fluorescently-labelled dextrans will allow protonephridia function to be assessed by visualizing fluid flow from
the extracellular space into the system. Cilia length, motility, and regeneration will also be assessed by immunostaining for ciliary structures in hopes of
explaining the functional reduction in genetically ablated animals. The characterization of excretory genes in this study marks the beginning stages of
research that can be used to develop gene therapies for kidney pathologies and drug treatments for parasitic flatworm infections of humans.

RESULTS
Of the 48 cloned genes identified by Drop-seq, 23 validated with protonephridia-enriched

expression; BLAST identified 17 human orthologs and 6 uncharacterized flatworm-specific
genes important for waste filtration and water regulation (Table 1). Genes with conserved
function in the kidney, especially those involved in cilia function (dd_3732), are particularly
interesting because mutations can lead to ciliopathies2. While the expression of some validated
genes mapped to multiple cell-types within the system (dd_9276), others specifically mapped to
collecting duct (dd_9904), distal tubule (dd_11240), proximal tubule (dd_8220), and flame cell
(dd_7716) (Fig. 4).

Genetic ablation by RNAi resulted in bloated phenotypes (dd_11240, dd_1571, dd_9276)
indicating compromised waste filtration and water regulation from defective protonephridia.
Blistering (dd_1517), reduced expression (dd_8220), and altered organization (dd_9904) was
observed in RNAi animals (Fig. 5). Many genes presenting protonephridia-enriched expression
patterns did not exhibit structural defects after RNAi, which may be due to functional
redundancy or a nonfunctional role in the system (dd_11240).

FIGURE 4: Colorimetric in situ hybridization used to validate protonephridia-enriched
gene expression. (A-E) Control animals highlighting all protonephridia cell-types (EW),
collecting duct (CD), distal tubule (DT), proximal tubule (PT), and flame cell (FC). (F-L)
Expression patterns of protonephridia-validated genes. Scale bars = 1 mm.
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FIGURE 3: Testing gene function using RNAi
screening. (A) Normal, (B) dsRNA-fed, and (C) bloated
animal indicating compromised protonephridia function.
(D) Knockdown timeline used to genetically compromise
protonephridia. (E) Representation of gene expression
before and after RNAi.
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FIGURE 1: Metazoan excretory system homology. Schematic
representation of the cellular and molecular homology between
the (A) planarian protonephridia and the (B) mammalian
metanephros2.
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FIGURE 2: Method for validating expression of
protonephridia genes identified by Drop-seq. Clones were
used to generate gene-specific riboprobes that chemically label
mRNA to detect gene expression patterns in whole animals.
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